Abstract. Transcription sites are detected by labeling nascent transcripts with BrUTP in permeabilized 3T3 mouse fibroblasts followed by laser scanning confocal microscopy. Inhibition and enzyme digestion studies confirm that the labeled sites are from RNA transcripts and that RNA polymerase I (RP I) and II (RP II) are responsible for nucleolar and extranucleolar transcription, respectively. An average of 2,000 sites are detected per nucleus with over 90% in the extranucleolar compartment where they are arranged in clusters and threedimensional networklike arrays. The number of transcription sites, their three-dimensional organization and arrangement into functional zones ) is strikingly maintained after extraction for nuclear matrix. Significant levels of total RP II mediated transcription sites (45%) were associated with splicing factor-rich nuclear speckles even though the speckles occupied Ͻ 10% of the total extranucleolar space. Moreover, the vast majority of nuclear speckles ( Ͼ 90%) had moderate to high levels of associated transcription activity. Transcription sites were found along the periphery as well as inside the speckles themselves. These spatial relations were confirmed in optical sections through individual speckles and after in vivo labeling of nascent transcripts. Our results demonstrate that nuclear speckles and their surrounding regions are major sites of RP II-mediated transcription in the cell nucleus, and support the view that both speckle-and nonspeckle-associated regions of the nucleus contain sites for the coordination of transcription and splicing processes.
T HERE is an emerging view that the genome and its associated functional domains are dynamically linked in an overall nuclear architecture Jackson and Cook, 1995; Nickerson et al., 1995; van Driel et al., 1995) . For example, DNA is replicated precisely once in each cell cycle (Laskey et al., 1989) in discrete domains of the cell nucleus (Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989; Berezney, 1991; O'Keefe et al., 1992; Hassan et al., 1993; Ma et al., 1998) and splicing factors are organized in 20-50 speckled structures with additional diffuse distribution in the regions outside of the nuclear speckles (Spector, 1993) . Both replication sites (Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989) and splicing factor-rich nuclear speckles (Spector et al., 1983; Blencowe et al., 1994) are strikingly maintained after extraction for nuclear matrix.
Identifying sites of transcription in the cell nucleus is an important step for elucidating the relationships of nuclear architecture and genomic function. While RNA polymerase I (RP I) 1 -mediated transcription of rRNA genes has been definitively localized to the nucleolus (for review see Smetana and Bush, 1974) , defining the sites of RNA polymerase II (RP II)-mediated transcription of pre-mRNA has been a daunting task. Using tritiated uridine for in vivo labeling, electron microscopic autoradiography demonstrated that newly synthesized extranucleolar RNA is preferentially located in the perichromatin and euchromatin regions of the mammalian nucleus (Bouteille et al., 1974; Fakan and Puvion, 1980; Fakan, 1994) . Equating the localization of newly transcribed RNA with the actual sites of transcription, however, can be misleading. The rapid rate of synthesis of most pre-mRNA ( Յ 5 min) and coupling with RNA splicing makes it difficult to distinguish in vivo sites of transcription from downstream sites of RNA processing and intranuclear transport.oped in coordination with incorporation of BrUTP and a fluorescence detection system to label sites of transcription that avoid some of the problems associated with in vivo labeling approaches. Since this is a transcription readout system, the rate of transcription is relatively low and no transport of newly labeled RNA either within or from nucleus to cytoplasm has been detected (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993) . Instead, discrete punctate sites of labeled RNA are observed under the fluorescence microscope in the nucleolar and extranucleolar regions that become more intense with increasing pulse time. Using this nascent RNA labeling method, hundreds of transcription sites were visualized (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993) .
Both ultrastructural (Beyer and Osheim, 1988 ) and biochemical (LeMaire and Thummel, 1990; Bauren and Wieslander, 1994; Wuarin and Schibler, 1994) evidence support the view that RNA splicing of pre-mRNA in eukaryotes occurs cotranscriptionally. Recent findings that hyperphosphorylated RNA polymerase II (RP IIo) is associated with in vitro assembled spliceosomes and interacts via its carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) with serine arginine (SR)-rich splicing factors and several 3 Ј end cleavage factors, provide further indications that transcription and splicing are coordinated processes (Mortillaro et al., 1996; Vincent et al., 1996; Yuryev et al., 1996; Kim et al., 1997; McCracken et al., 1997; Pennisi, 1997; Patturajian et al., 1998) .
The possible spatial basis for the coordination of transcription and splicing is suggested by the colocalization of both total nuclear poly(A) ϩ RNA (Carter et al., 1991 and RP IIo (Bregman et al., 1995; Mortillaro et al., 1996) with the splicing factor-rich nuclear speckles. The finding that poly (A) ϩ RNA is stably associated with interchromatin granules (the presumptive electron microscopic equivalent of nuclear speckles) under conditions of transcriptional inhibition led Huang et al. (1994) to propose that the speckle-associated poly(A) ϩ RNA is not related to mRNA. This is contrary to the results of Visa et al. (1993) who demonstrated decreases in poly (A) ϩ RNAassociated with interchromatin granules after actinomycin D treatment of cells. Moreover, experiments using specific gene probes demonstrate a close association of certain actively transcribing genes and/or their RNA transcripts with nuclear speckles (Huang and Spector, 1991; Xing et al., , 1995 Zhang et al., 1994; Bridge et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1999) . Some gene transcripts are juxtaposed and others show internal overlap with the speckles (Xing et al., , 1995 . While not all actively transcribed genes are found closely associated, no instance has been reported of an inactive gene associated with nuclear speckles (Xing et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1999) . Moreover, splicing occurs along the RNA transcript tracks with a defined polarity and is likely cotranscriptional (Xing et al., , 1995 . These findings are consistent with Wang et al. (1991) who demonstrated that pre-mRNA microinjected into the nuclei of cells preferentially associates with nuclear speckles, and that this targeting requires RNA capable of undergoing normal splicing. Spector and colleagues have further implicated nuclear speckles and their surrounding regions for the dynamic recruitment of splicing factors at sites of transcription O'Keefe et al., 1994; Huang and Spector, 1996a,b; Misteli et al., 1997) .
Despite this progress, our understanding of the spatial relationships of transcriptional and RNA splicing sites in the cell nucleus remains elusive. Splicing factors and associated small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) components are distributed in the cell nucleus in nuclear speckles with additional diffuse distribution throughout the extranucleolar compartment , whereas RP II-mediated transcription is detected in up to several thousand punctated sites (Iborra et al., 1996; Fay et al., 1997) . Some studies have indicated an association of transcription sites with the diffusely staining regions of splicing factors, but the degree of association with the nuclear speckles remains unclear (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993; Fay et al., 1997; Neugebauer and Roth, 1997) . Indeed, a popular view, based on electron microscopic autoradiography and the possible correlation of speckles with interchromatin granular clusters, is that nuclear speckles are predominantly storage sites for splicing factors rather than being active sites of coordinate transcription/splicing (Huang and Spector, 1996a,b) .
In this study, we have used the BrUTP labeling approach in permeabilized mammalian cells in conjunction with laser scanning confocal microscopy and computer image analysis to investigate the three-dimensional organization of transcription sites in the mammalian cell nucleus and their spatial relationship to nuclear speckles. An average of 2,000 individual transcription sites were measured per nucleus that are distributed as clusters in both the nucleolar (RP I-mediated) and extranucleolar (RP II-mediated) compartments. The extranucleolar transcription sites contained over 90% of the total sites and were further organized three-dimensionally into networklike arrays. A similar three-dimensional organization of transcription sites was observed after extraction for nuclear matrix or when transcription was performed on the nuclear matrix itself. Moreover, a portion of the total extranucleolar, RP IImediated transcription sites detected in the cell nucleus are closely associated with the nuclear speckles. While the peripheral rim regions of the speckles are particularly enriched, we also detect significant levels of transcription sites inside the speckles themselves.
Materials and Methods

Labeling of DNA Replication and Transcription Sites and Immunofluorescence Procedures
DNA replication and transcription sites were labeled based on previous procedures (Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989; Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993) and those briefly reported by Wei et al. (1998) . Mouse 3T3 fibroblast cells are grown on coverslips in DME or MEM supplied with 10% FCS for 24-48 h. Cells are washed with ice-cold TBS buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 ) and further washed with glycerol buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 25% glycerol, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM PMSF) for 10 min on ice. Washed cells were permeabilized with 0.025% Triton X-100 in glycerol buffer (with 25 U/ml of RNasin; Promega Corp.) on ice for 3 min and immediately incubated at room temperature for 30 min with nucleic acid synthesis buffer (50 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 150 mM NaCl, 25% glycerol, 0.5 mM PMSF, 25 U/ml of RNasin, 1.8 mM ATP) supplemented with 0.5 mM CTP, GTP, and BrUTP (Sigma Chemical Co.) for labeling transcription sites (nascent RNA), 0.1 mM dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and 25 M digoxigenin-11-dUTP 545 (Boehringer Mannheim) for labeling DNA replication sites (nascent DNA), or both for simultaneously labeling transcription and replication sites.
After incorporation, the cells were fixed with 3% freshly made paraformaldehyde in PBS on ice for 5 min, washed with ice-cold TBSTween buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM MgCl 2 , 0.2% Tween 20), blocked with 5% goat serum and incubated with rat antiBrU antibodies (IgG, SeraLab) followed by biotin-conjugated goat antirat IgG (1:50; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.) and Texas red-conjugated streptavidin (1:100; GIBCO BRL) to detect transcription sites. Replication sites were detected with FITC-conjugated sheep antidigoxigenin Fab fragments (1:10; Boehringer Mannheim). All incubations were performed at room temperature for 30 min. Alternatively, nascent RNA was labeled in vivo, by pulsing 3T3 cells for 2 min with 30 M BrU (Sigma Chemical Co.). The biotin-strepavidin enhancement system resulted in greatly improved sensitivity for detected individual transcription sites compared with a standard secondary antibody approach and was absolutely essential for detecting transcription sites after 2-min in vivo pulses of BrU.
Nuclear speckles were decorated with the Y12 mAb to Sm, which recognizes common core proteins of snRNPs involved in RNA processing (Lerner et al., 1981; Zieve and Sauterer, 1990) , followed by goat antimouse IgG (1:20-50; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.) conjugated to FITC or Texas red. Coiled bodies and the nuclear lamina were decorated with rabbit polyclonal anticoilin and antilamin B antibodies, respectively, and detected with FITC-or Texas red-conjugated goat antirabbit IgG (1:20-50; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.). Coverslips were mounted on slides in Slow-Fade (Molecular Probes, Inc.) and stored at Ϫ 20 Њ C for microscopic examination.
Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy, Image Processing, and Quantitation
Optical sections (0.5 or 0.3 m where indicated) were collected with a confocal microscope (MRC-1024; Bio-Rad) equipped with a Nikon Optiphot 2 microscope, a Nikon 60 ϫ , 1.4 NA objective, and a krypton argon laser to simultaneously excite FITC and Texas red at 488 and 568 nm, respectively. Emissions were collected with filters 522-DF32 for FITC and HQ598-40 for Texas red. The pixel intensity distribution was checked before image collection and adjusted so that the pixel intensities were all below saturation.
The total number of transcription sites are calculated by a new and highly improved segmentation program, presented in detail elsewhere . In brief, by using two-dimensional image segmentation on the individual slices to obtain transcription site contours and combining this high level two-dimensional data using a modified three-dimensional connected component labeling algorithm with weak connectivity in the Z direction, we were able to reconstruct the network of three-dimensional transcription sites. Instead of using the equivalent of traditional two-dimensional 8-connectivity in three dimensions, we used a metric that evaluated the amount of overlap between successive sections to determine whether the two contours belong to the same site. After determining the three-dimensional boundary of transcription sites, the center of gravity of each site was calculated by averaging the (x, y, z) coordinates of all voxels that belong to the site .
Segmentation of the nuclear speckles, nucleoli, the total nuclei, and measurement of the size and intensity of segregated areas was performed in IPLab (Signal Analytics Corp.). Distribution of transcription sites between the nuclear speckles and other nuclear regions was determined by direct measurement.
Fluorescence signal intensities from unprocessed confocal microscopic images were measured in IPLab. In brief, the extranucleolar regions, nucleolar regions, and the internal region of the nuclear speckles were manually selected and the mean intensities were calculated after multiple scans through the areas under analysis. The nucleolar signal was selected as background and subtracted from the signal emitting from the speckle and extranucleolar regions.
Results
Visualization of RP I and II Transcription Sites in Permeabilized Mammalian Cells
Previous studies indicated that incorporation of BrUTP into newly transcribed RNA in permeabilized cells is essentially a transcription readout system with little or no subsequent RNA processing (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993; Wei et al., 1998; see introduction and Materials and Methods) , and that the labeled RNA is visualized predominantly if not exclusively at sites of transcription. Both nucleolar and extranucleolar incorporation sites are detected (Fig. 1, a and b) . When low levels of ␣ -amanitin (1 g/ml), which inhibits RP II-but not RP Ior RP III-mediated transcription (Roeder, 1976) , was included in the synthesis buffer, the entire extranucleolar signal is abolished (Fig. 1, c and d ). This demonstrates that all transcription sites visualized in the extranucleolar compartment are mediated by RP II. To confirm that nucleolar transcription is mediated by RP I, cells were treated with low concentration of actinomycin D (0.8 g/ml), which preferentially inhibits RP I transcription of the ribosomal genes (Perry and Kelley, 1970) (Fig. 1 , e and f). When higher concentrations of actinomycin D (3.2 g/ml) were used in the synthesis buffer, transcription activity is completely abolished in the nucleus (Fig. 1, g and h) . RNase A greatly reduced transcription (Fig. 1 , i and j), whereas DNase I ( Fig. 1 , k and l) and aphidicolin ( Fig. 1 , m and n), a DNA synthesis inhibitor (Spadari et al., 1985) , had no effect on transcription sites. All transcription sites are confined within the boundary of the nuclear lamina detected with antilamin B antibody ( Fig. 2 , E-J). Thus, transport of transcripts to the cytoplasm is undetectable, supporting the conclusion that the transcripts are still engaged on the templates in this transcription readout system (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993) .
Transcription Sites Are Organized into Clusters in the Cell Nucleus
Using a laser scanning confocal microscope we find that extranucleolar RP II transcription is organized into granular-like sites with an average x-y diameter of 0.8 Ϯ 0.05 m. The nucleolar RP I transcription sites (average diameter of 0.7 Ϯ 0.04 m) are usually more intensely labeled than the extranucleolar RP II sites and are arranged into discrete clusters. The transcription sites are not distributed evenly in the extranucleolar compartment (Fig. 2 , A-D). Some regions have more sites and form clusters (active zones), whereas other regions have virtually no transcription sites (inactive zones).
To study the three-dimensional organization of transcription sites in the cell nucleus, we reconstructed a series of optical images three dimensionally and displayed them as stereo pairs. This revealed that the individual sites in the extranucleolar compartment are arranged in a higher order networklike pattern (Fig. 3 A) . The individual sites that compose the overall network are readily observed at higher magnification (Fig. 3 B) . x, y, z coordinates (centers of gravity) for each transcription site were calculated by a computer program and displayed in three dimensions (Fig. 3 C) with an enlarged portion shown in Fig. 3 D. Consistent with the observation of the original confocal images (Fig. 3 , A and B), chainlike arrays and clusters of sites were observed that extended considerable distances in three dimensions. Since each site is assigned a unique x, y, z coordinate, individual transcription sites can be easily identified among the huge population present. This proce-dure is illustrated by the highlighting of two individual sites (Fig. 3, C and D) and has enormous potential as an approach for identifying active transcription of specific gene sequences by combining fluorescence in situ hybridization (Xing, , 1995 with transcription site labeling.
Association of Transcription with the Nuclear Matrix
After transcription synthesis, the cells were subjected to DNase I digestion and 0.2-or 0.6-M ammonium sulfate (AS) extraction to obtain the nuclear matrix (Belgrader et al., 1991) . Transcription sites are maintained on the nuclear matrix with an organization similar to the intact nucleus (Fig. 4 , A, C, E, and G). In particular, nucleolar sites maintained their high intensity and tight packing arrays, whereas the extranucleolar space was organized into clusters of sites (active zones) separated by relatively empty regions (inactive zones).
We next determined if active transcription can occur after extraction for nuclear matrix. The cells were not treated with DNase I to maintain the DNA template in an intact state. After 0.2-or 0.6-M AS extraction, the cells were subjected to transcription incorporation followed by immunodetection of Br-RNA. We found that transcription activity is maintained on the extracted cells at levels comparable to permeabilized cells. Moreover, the transcription activity was organized into sites that were indistinguishable to those detected in permeabilized cells, including the characteristic intense nucleolar clusters and the arrangement of the extranucleolar compartment into clusters of sites and other areas devoid of sites (Fig. 4, I , K, M, and O).
Examination of the nuclear matrix-associated transcription sites in three dimensions revealed an organization strikingly similar to that of the intact nucleus. Clusters of sites arranged into discontinuous networklike arrays were observed after extraction of cells for nuclear matrix (Fig. 5, A and B) and in transcription assays performed on the nuclear matrix (Fig. 5, D and E) . Chain-like arrays of transcription sites were also seen after visualization of the x, y, z coordinates (centers of gravity) of individual sites (Fig. 5, C and F) .
It was recently reported that replication and transcription sites simultaneously labeled during early S phase are arranged predominantly into spatially separate higher order clusters or nuclear zones . As illustrated in Fig. 6 , this higher order arrangement is well maintained after nuclear matrix extraction. 75.2% Ϯ 4.6 SEM ( n ϭ 10) of the total extranucleolar area containing The lack of effect of the specific DNA replication inhibitor aphidicolin (20 g/ml) confirmed that the fluorescence labeled sites were not due to DNA synthesis. replication and transcription sites was occupied by separate zones of replication or transcription in cells extracted for nuclear matrix compared with 79.2% Ϯ 5.2 SEM ( n ϭ 12) for unextracted cells .
There Are ‫ف‬ 2,000 Transcription Sites in the Cell Nucleus
A spot detection segmentation program was developed to quantify the transcription sites in the cell nucleus . Sites that can be detected are contoured in green. The segmentation program was applied to a series of optical sections and sites detected in each section were coordinated to accurately measure the total number of transcription sites. An example of this computer algorithm applied to a typical middle section image is shown in Fig. 2 , B and D. A large majority of all detectable transcription sites ranging from very intense to weakly stained sites are segmented with over 90% in the extranucleolar compartment. Of the small portion of sites not segmented by this program ( Ͻ 10% of the total), many represent relatively weak sites positioned between relatively intensely stained ones. The values obtained for the total number of transcription sites, therefore, represent minimal estimations.
The transcription sites associated with the nuclear matrix (Fig. 4 , D, H, J, and N) had a similar range of intensity from strong to very weak and a similar efficiency of segmentation. From this analysis, we estimate a minimal average of 2,000 transcription sites per nucleus (Table I ). The great majority of transcription sites are maintained on the nuclear matrix (Table I) after extraction of cells (1,500-1,900 sites) or transcription labeling on cells first extracted for the nuclear matrix (1,800-1,900).
The Nuclear Speckles Have a Severalfold Higher Concentration of Splicing Factors Than Their Surroundings
The widely held view that splicing components are highly enriched in nuclear speckles Spector, 1993) was recently challenged (Fay et al., 1997; Singer and Green, 1997) . Therefore, we measured the signal intensities of Y12 staining from unprocessed confocal microscopic images in the internal region of over 200 speckles and their surrounding nonspeckle regions in mouse 3T3 cells. An average enrichment of fivefold was found in the speckles compared with the diffuse staining in the extranucleolar regions (Fig. 7) . The Y12 staining associated with the speckles is about one third of the total signal measured in the extranucleolar region based on the speckles occupying Ͻ 10% of the total extranucleolar volume (Table II) . 
Transcription, but Not Replication Sites, Are Associated with Splicing Factors in Nuclear Speckles
The spatial relationships of RP II transcription sites and nuclear speckles were next examined. RP II transcription sites are associated with splicing factors sites (Fig. 8 , A-C) at both speckles (Fig. 8 , F-G) and diffusely stained regions (Fig. 8 J) . In contrast, RP I transcription sites are not associated with splicing factor sites (Fig. 8 I) . Speckle-associated RP II transcription sites are located not only along the periphery (Fig. 8 G, arrows) , but also in the interior regions of the speckles (Fig. 8 F, arrows) . Early S phase DNA replication sites, which are distributed throughout the cell nucleus and in numbers similar to transcription sites (Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989; Ma et al., 1998; Wei et al., 1998) , are not associated with nuclear speckles or the more diffusely stained splicing factor sites (Fig. 8, D and H). Overlap between replication and splicing factor sites was also not detected in cells of middle and late S phase (data not shown).
Since nuclear coiled bodies also contain snRNPs (Bohmann et al., 1995), we determined whether coiled bodies were also associated with nascent transcripts. We found that transcription activity was rarely associated ( Ͻ 10%) with the 1-3 coiled bodies per cell (Fig. 8 E; Jordan et al., 1997) .
Transcription in the Internal Regions of Speckles
The resolution of the confocal microscope in the z-axis is two-to threefold less than in the x-y planes (Pawley, 1995) . Therefore, it is conceivable that peripherally local- ized transcription sites that happen to locate vertically in the center of the speckles could give the appearance of an internal location in a particular optical section (Fig. 9 , E and F). To investigate this possibility, we examined serial optical sections (0.3 m) through individual speckles and found numerous examples of interior located transcription sites that occurred in the middle sections of the series, but were not present in the top or bottom sections (Fig. 9, A and B, arrows). These serial sections also revealed many transcription sites located along the periphery of the speckles. Whereas the great majority of speckles had both peripheral and internally located transcription sites (Fig. 9 , A and B, arrows), a small percentage ( Ͻ 10%) displayed only peripheral ones (Fig. 9, C and D, arrows) . 
Quantitation of Transcription and Splicing Factors in the Nuclear Speckles and Nonspeckle Regions
Quantitative image analysis was performed on the middle sections from 12 randomly selected optical image sets. An average of ‫ف‬ 400 extranucleolar transcription sites was counted per section. 45% of these sites were speckle-associated even though the speckles contained only 9.6% of the total extranucleolar area (Table II) . Whereas the nonspeckle extranucleolar regions of the nucleus contained the majority of transcription sites (55%), the speckle regions were significantly enriched in these sites (over 8-fold) compared with nonspeckle extranucleolar regions (Table II) . Of the 214 speckles analyzed, the majority of Figure 6 . Maintenance of DNA replication and transcription sites and their organization into higher order zones on the nuclear matrix. Replication and transcription sites were simultaneously labeled in permeabilized 3T3 cells as described in Materials and Methods, and then extracted for nuclear matrix using 0.6 M AS (Belgrader et al., 1991) . Contours were drawn around regions in the nuclear matrix that contained exclusively replication (green contours lines) or transcription sites (red contour lines), respectively. Top row are the original optical sections. Bottom row are the derived contour maps. As previously demonstrated for permeabilized cells , the great majority of replication and transcription sites that are maintained after extraction for nuclear matrix are arranged in clusters of spatially separate zones. speckle-associated transcription sites (64%) were concentrated along the periphery of speckles either in close juxtaposition or partially overlapping with the speckles themselves (Table II ). All speckles examined had associated transcription sites and the great majority (92.2%) had a moderate to high level of associated sites (4-16 sites per speckle). Only a very small percentage of speckles (7.8%) were relatively weakly decorated with transcription sites ( Ͻ 4 sites per speckle).
Table I. Number of Transcription Sites Following Nuclear Matrix Preparation
Transcription Sites Are Associated with Nuclear Speckles In Vivo
To determine whether transcription sites are also associated with speckles in vivo, 3T3 cells were pulsed with 30 M BrU for 2 min to label nascent RNA transcripts, and then fixed immediately followed by dual color labeling for splicing factor and transcription sites. As seen in Fig. 10 , A-C, the double labeling pattern in the cell nucleus is virtually identical to that observed in the permeabilized cell system (Fig. 8, A-C) . Transcription sites are associated with both the peripheral and interior regions of the nuclear speckles as well as with the more diffuse Y12 staining regions (Fig. 10, D-F) . Nucleolar transcription sites are not associated with the Y12 staining regions (Fig. 10, D-F) as demonstrated in the permeabilized cell system (Fig. 8 I) .
Discussion Identifying Transcription Sites in the Cell Nucleus and Models of Gene Organization
We have used BrUTP incorporation to label transcription sites (nascent RNA) in permeabilized cells (see introduction and Materials and Methods). By combining laser scanning confocal microscopy and a new computer segmentation algorithm , individual sites of relatively small size (x-y diameters of 0.2-1.0 m) are detected that are closely associated and have a wide range of fluorescence intensity. Our estimation of 2,000 transcription sites per 3T3 cell nucleus is consistent with other recent reports (Iborra et al., 1996; Fay et al., 1997; Jackson et al., 1998) .
Since there are ‫ف‬ 30,000 genes expressed in a mammalian cell (Lewin, 1975) , these results can be explained in several ways. None of these explanations are mutually exclusive. Thus, more than one may be operative. First, the labeling system may only be sensitive enough to detect transcription sites for genes that transcribe at high copy number. The great majority of genes that are known to transcribe only a few copies in the cell may not be detected.
Second, it is unlikely that all genes are being transcribed simultaneously and continuously during the cell cycle. The 2,000 sites that are detected may represent one window of time for the overall transcriptional expression pattern in the cell cycle. While there is little direct data supporting this model, Wei et al. (1998) has recently discovered that nuclear zones of early S replication sites do not contain significant levels of transcription sites and vice versa. Since early S replication sites contain predominantly actively transcribed genes (Goldman et al., 1984; Hatton et al., 1988) , these results indicate that at least in S phase there is a higher order control of the qualitative pattern of gene transcription .
Third, the large number of genes may be divided among the more limited number of transcription sites. In this multigene model, each site could be a transcription domain for a cluster of genes containing up to a dozen or more transcriptional units. This model has been favored by Cook and colleagues who envision a transcriptional factory where transcription of multiple genes can be regulated (Jackson et al., 1993; Hughes et al., 1995; Iborra et al., 1996) . If correct, it will be of great interest to determine what kinds of genes are organized at individual transcription sites. There are several possibilities that again are not mutually exclusive. Most simply, adjacent genes along the genomic DNA sequence could be clustered together at a transcription site. Since there are growing reports of gene clusters along the genomic DNA (Calza et al., 1984; Brown et al., 1987; Hatton et al., 1988; Ben-Arie et al., 1994; Diaz et al., 1994; LaSalle and Lalande, 1995) , this could be an effective way of regulating expression among members of the cluster. In contrast, active genes may ran- Figure 7 . Quantification of snRNP in the nuclear speckle versus other nuclear regions. snRNP was detected with mAb Y12. A typical nuclear speckle and its surroundings were selected (insert) and the fluorescent intensity was measured across 16 consecutive x-axes through this region in 3T3 cells. The average intensity of these 16 separate determinations is plotted as a function of the pixel distance in the x-plane. The pixel distances across the x-and y-axes are labeled on the insert. domly cluster at newly assembled transcription sites. Finally, genes that produce functionally related products or that are involved in a pathway of regulation may be assembled at the same transcription site and, in turn, may be subjected to a common regulation. Those genes could be far apart along the genomic sequence and even on different chromosomes. In this regard rDNA genes, which are clustered in tandem arrays on the short arms of several chromosome pairs (Wellauer and David, 1973) , are packaged together in the nucleolar structure (Henderson et al., 1972) . It would be of interest to determine if genes regulated by a common activator are located on the same transcription domain. Future studies combining fluorescence in situ hybridization for specific gene localization with transcription site labeling should provide important insight into these issues.
Nucleolar Transcription Sites
Using RP I antibodies, demonstrated that the presumptive sites of rDNA transcription show a punctate staining pattern over the fibrillar center regions of the nucleolus. While no measurements of these punctate sites were reported, we have estimated a diameter range of 0.5-1.0 m with an average of ‫ف‬ 0.7 m (Fig. 1 e; . This is in the same size range as the transcription sites we observed over the nucleolar regions. Similar to the number of RP I granular sites per nucleus (95-145; Haaf et al., 1991) , we report an average of 110 discrete and intensely stained nucleolar transcription sites per mouse fibroblast nucleus. This is considerably less than that of rRNA genes determined by saturation hybridization (200 rRNA genes in mouse or 300 in human; Schmickel, 1973; Long and Dawid, 1980) . It was proposed that each RP I site contains one active rRNA gene Haaf et al., 1991) which would indicate that there are ‫ف‬ 115 and 106 active rRNA genes in human and mouse cells, respectively (Haaf et al., 1991) . The lower number of RP I transcription sites compared with the number of rRNA genes can also be explained by a limited clustering of rRNA genes at each transcription site (e.g., 2-3 genes per site). If this is the case, then gene clusters might represent a fundamental feature of transcription sites as units of gene expression. Jackson et al. (1993) have suggested that each RP I transcription site may contain approximately six transcriptional units, but this is based on a much lower estimation for the number of nucleolar transcription sites.
The Higher Order Arrangement of Transcription Sites and Nuclear Architecture
We consistently observe that the transcription sites, rather than being scattered throughout the extranucleolar compartment as previously suggested (Wansink et al., 1993) , are arranged in nuclear zones containing clusters of sites and other regions devoid of sites. Three-dimensional reconstruction further reveals networklike arrays of the transcription sites. Contour mapping demonstrates that both transcription and replication sites in early S phase form separate nuclear zones and networklike arrays in three dimensions Berezney and Wei, 1998) .
Since the individual transcription sites are spatially separate, some elements of higher order nuclear architecture are likely involved in maintaining these networklike arrays. Previous reports have suggested that transcription sites are maintained on the nuclear matrix (Wansink et al., 1993; Jackson et al., 1993) . Our study is the first detailed analysis of the association of transcription sites with the nuclear matrix. We also observe a remarkable maintenance of RP I and II transcription sites and their higher order arrangement into separate transcription and replication zones and networklike arrays after extraction for nuclear matrix.
Association of Transcription Sites with Nuclear Speckles
The question as to whether nuclear speckles, which are generally believed to be sites for storage of splicing factors, are also sites of active transcription and/or splicing has generated considerable interest in recent years Rosbash and Singer, 1993; Visa et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993; Huang et al., 1994; Mattaj, 1994; Moen et al., 1995; Raska, 1995; Bridge et al., 1996; Clemson and Lawrence, 1996; Huang and Spector, 1996a,b; Fay et al., 1997; Neugebauer and Roth, 1997; Singer and Green, 1997) . While studies of individual genes (Huang and Spector, 1991; Xing et al., 1993 Xing et al., , 1995 Bridge et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1999) and poly(A) ϩ RNA (Carter et al., 1991 Visa et al., 1993) lend support to this view (see however, Huang et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1994) , the matter is complicated by the lack of correspondence between the overall pattern of RP II-mediated transcription sites, which are scattered throughout the extranucleolar compartment in hundreds to thousands of sites, and the 20-50 much larger nuclear speckles (Wansink et al., 1993; Fay et al., 1997; Neugebauer and Roth, 1997; Singer and Green, 1997) . Moreover, the lack of tritiated uridine labeling over the interchromatinic granule clusters (Fakan and Puvion, 1980) , which are believed to represent the electron microscopic equivalent of nuclear speckles , has led to the view that at least most of the nuclear speckles are storage sites and transcriptionally inactive. Splicing factors are proposed to be recruited from nuclear speckles to other nonspeckled sites for coordinate transcription/ splicing Spector et al., 1993; O'Keefe et al., 1994; Huang and Spector, 1996a,b) . Surprisingly few studies, however, have directly measured the degree to which nascent transcripts are associated with nuclear speckles. While Wansink et al. (1993) is often quoted as providing evidence that transcription sites are not associated with nuclear speckles, merged images or quantitation of the degree of overlap between transcription sites and nuclear speckles were not presented in that study. Direct overlay of the separate channel images shown in Fig. 7 of Wansink et al. (1993) , however, suggests significant levels of overlap of transcription sites with nuclear speckles (results not shown). In addition, Dundr and Raska (1993) observed labeling of nascent RNA over the interchromatin granular clusters after BrUTP incorporation in permeabilized cells.
In our study, over 200 individual nuclear speckles were examined in detail by confocal microscopic optical sectioning and quantitative image analysis. We report that significant levels of RP II transcription sites (45% of total) are associated with nuclear speckles and concentrated over eightfold compared with the remaining extranucleolar compartment. The majority of speckle-associated transcription sites are found along the periphery or juxtaposed to the speckles (approximately two thirds) with the remainder located in interior regions of the speckles. Coupled with the concentration of transcription sites in the speckled regions is an average enrichment of approximately fivefold in snRNP splicing factors. Fay et al. (1997) previously measured the association of transcribed RNA with nuclear speckles. However, that study was limited by the relatively long in vivo pulse periods used to label the nascent RNA. Under those conditions, a significant portion of the labeled RNA would have completed transcription and might not be associated with the transcription sites. Consistent with this interpretation, the distribution of speckle-associated transcription sites in that study decreased from 21 to 10% as the in vivo labeling time increased from 9.5 to 19.5 min (Fay et al., 1997) . The readout transcription approach employed in our study avoids this problem (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993 ; see also introduction and Methods). Moreover, we observe a similar pattern of transcription sites associated with nuclear speckles after a brief in vivo pulse (2 min). Fay et al. (1997) also reported an enrichment of only twofold of the splicing factor, SC-35 in nuclear speckles and have questioned the view that speckles are indeed sites of enrichment of splicing factors (Fay et al., 1997; Singer and Green, 1997) . Our measurements using a similar approach, but on original confocal images without thresholding or image enhancement, revealed a fivefold enrichment for the snRNP splicing factors and are consistent with previous studies suggesting high levels of enrichment of SC-35 and other splicing factors in nuclear speckles Spector et al., 1991; .
We propose that both nuclear speckles and the extraspeckle regions participate in coordinated transcription/RNA processing events. In this regard, Smith et al. (1999) have demonstrated that not all actively transcribed genes and their transcripts show an association with nuclear speckles. Further research is clearly needed to understand the relationship of nuclear speckles to the much smaller and diffuse sites of transcription and RNA processing in the cell nucleus. One simplistic view is that the speckles are sites of massive levels of transcription/RNA processing mediated by the limited number of genes that transcribe high copy numbers. Most genes that transcribe at low copy numbers would then be localized in the hundreds to thousands of additional sites arranged throughout the extranucleolar compartment. However, the situation is more complicated. Smith et al. (1999) recently showed that speckle association of RNA is not restricted to the limited number of highly abundant transcripts. Among four genes that are believed to have moderate levels of transcripts in the cell, two were speckle-associated and two were clearly not. These and previous studies (Xing et al., , 1995 suggest that a significant portion of the total population of different pre-mRNA transcripts are associated with nuclear speckles, whereas another portion is not. This agrees with our finding that ‫%54ف‬ of total RP II transcription sites are speckle-associated.
Several studies have stressed the dynamic nature of nuclear speckles and their role as recruitment sites for engaged transcription of activated genes (Jimenez-Garcia and Spector, 1993; Spector et al., 1993; Huang and Spector, 1996a,b) . The dynamic recruitment of splicing factors from nuclear speckles to putative sites of transcription was recently observed in living cells using a GFP-expression system (Misteli et al., 1997) . Moreover, massive expression of an intron-containing RNA leads to recruitment of splicing factors at sites of transcription that assemble into nuclear speckle-like structures (Huang and Spector, 1996a) .
These dynamic properties and studies demonstrating individual gene transcripts closely associated with nuclear speckles have led to the proposal that there are two populations of nuclear speckles in a cell: transcriptionally inactive speckles that serve as storage sites for splicing factors and transcriptionally engaged speckles, where splicing factors are massively recruited to active sites of transcription (Huang and Spector, 1996a,b) . Alternatively, it has been proposed that all nuclear speckles might be active in coordinate transcription/RNA splicing processes (Clemson and Lawrence, 1996) . Our results are most consistent with the latter model. All speckles examined (Ͼ4,000) had associated transcription sites. Of the 214 speckles examined in detail, the great majority (Ͼ90%) had moderate to high levels of associated transcription sites. The presence of a small population of speckles (Ͻ10%) with relatively low levels of transcription sites, however, also lends credence to the dynamic speckle model (Huang and Spector, 1996a,b) . Indeed, it is plausible that the population of speckles actively engaged in transcription and splicing may widely fluctuate depending on a variety of cellular conditions. Further research is needed to clarify these possibilities.
While our studies demonstrate that nuclear speckles participate in transcription and are likely sites of coordinated transcription/RNA processing, only limited regions of the speckles likely participate in this activity at any given time. The majority of the RP IIo and splicing factors that are concentrated in the nuclear speckles are not colocalized with the transcription sites. What leads to recruitment of active RP IIo and splicing factors remains to be elucidated, but initial biochemical studies suggest an important role of the CTD of RP II and recently identified CTD-binding proteins of the SR class (Mortillaro et al., 1996; Vincent et al., 1996; Yuryev et al., 1996; Kim et al., 1997; McCracken et al., 1997; Pennisi, 1997; Steinmetz, 1997; Tanner et al., 1997) . One of these CTD-binding proteins, SCAF8, colocalizes with transcription sites (Patturajian et al., 1998) and another, termed matrin CYP, is a novel cyclophilin-containing SR repeat that is highly concentrated in the nuclear speckles Mortillaro and Berezney, 1998) .
Association of nuclear speckles (Spector et al., 1983) , RP II transcription sites (Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993) , RP IIo (Bisotto et al., 1995; Mortillaro et al., 1996; Vincent et al., 1996) , transcription factors (van Wijnon et al., 1993; Zeng et al., 1997 Zeng et al., , 1998 McNeil et al., 1998) , SCAF8 (Patturajian et al., 1998) , and matrin CYP (Mortillaro and Berezney, 1998) with the nuclear matrix (Berezney and Jeon, 1995) provide an in vitro approach for elucidating the molecular associations involved in the coordination of transcription and RNA processing and their architectural integration in the mammalian cell nucleus.
